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Let ( X,, t 2 0) be Brownian motion in Rd (d 2 1). Let D be a bounded do- 
main in Rd with C* boundary, aD, and let 4 be a continuous (if d = l), 
Hblder continuous (if d 2 2) function in B. If the Feynman-Kac “gauge” 
E,{e~p(&‘q(X,)dt)l~(X,~)}, where ho is the first exit time from D, is finite for 
some non-empty open set A on 8D and some x E D, then for any f E C”( aD), 
+(x) = Ex{exp(/$‘q(X,)dt)f(X,D)} is the unique solution in C*(D) n Co(b) of 
the !khr&linger boundary value problem 
(iA + q)+ = Oin D, #=fonaD. 
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Consider a bounded domain D in Rd, d 2 1, and a function q which is 
continuous (if d = l), Holder continuous (if d 2 2) in z. Denote the 
Feynman-Kac functional for Brownian motion { X,, t 2 0) in I? d by 
Let ro denote the first exit time from D, 
7D = inf{t > 0: X,E DC}, 
where DC = R d \ D. For each continuous function f on the boundary, aD, 
of D andeach x E Rd let 
Wesaythat DisregularifPz{~~= 0) = 1 for all z E aD. This is known 
to be equivalent to the regularity of D in the sense of the classical Dirichlet 
problem. 
In [2], Chung and Rao proved that if D is regular and ~(1, .) w oo in D 
then for any f E C’(aD), +(x) = u(f, x) is the unique solution in C?(D) 
n Co(B) of the S&r&linger boundary value problem 
(+A+q)+=OinD, +=fon i3D. 0) 
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Let aD be endowed with the topology induced from R d, so that A is an 
open set in aD if and only if there is an open set B c Rd such that 
A = B n 8D. Henceforth an open set wilI mean a non-empty open set. Let 
1, denote the indicator function of the set A, i.e., lA(x) = 1, if x E A and 
lA( x) = 0 if x 4 A. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. If D has a C2 boundary and A is an open subset of 8D such 
that u(l,, -) * oo in D, then ~(1, .) g 00 in D. 
Combining this theorem with the result of Chung and Rao we see that 
when D has a C2 boundary, u(l,, x) is a “gauge” in that its finiteness for 
some open set A in 8D and some x in D implies the unique solvability of 
aII continuous boundary value problems for the operator +A + q on D. 
The proof of Theorem 1 uses results from analysis and [l], which require 
some smoothness of the boundary for their application. By assuming that D 
has C2 boundary we ensure that all of these requirements are satisfied. In 
fact the result can be proved for what is known in the theory of partial 
differential equations as a C ‘,a boundary, using results stated in Miranda 
[S]. For the definitions of a C2 and Cl*” boundary see GiIbarg and 
Trudinger [ 41. 
Proof of Theorem I. Suppose that D and A satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1. Since A is open in i?D, there is an open set B c Rd such that 
A = B n 8D and there is a function f E C2(Rd) such that 0 of s 1, 
f=OonBcandf*OonA.ThenA,={xE~D:f~O}isa(non-empty) 
open subset of JD. Since A, c A and f IS 1 we have f 5 1, on 8D and 
hence u( f, -) s u(l,, .) i cc on D. By Theorems 1.3 and 2.1 of [2], it 
follows that +(x) = u(f, x) is a solution in C’(D) n Co(a) of (1). It 
follows from a global regularity lemma (see [4, pp. 105-61) and the 
regularity of q, f, and aD, that + is actually in C’(D) n C’(B). 
We prove that ~(1, .) z cc in D by contradiction. So suppose ~(1, .) = 00 
in D. Let L = $A + q. By the results in [l], ~(1, .) = 00 in D is equivalent 
to the first eigenvahte of L being non-negative. Consequently, there is h r 0 
and t#EC2(D)nCo(B) such that $>O in D, L+b=XI/, in D, and 
Ic, = 0 on i3D. Again, by the regularity lemma in [4], # E C’(D) n C’(B). 
It now follows by a version of Hopf’s boundary maximum principle [3], 
which applies without restriction on the sign of q, that a#/& < 0 on 8D 
where v is the outward normal on 8D. Applying Green’s second identity [4, 
p. 171, we obtain 
where G!Y denotes the (d - l)-dimensional area element in aD. Using the 
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facts that L$ = 0 in D, LJI = hJ/ 2 0 in D, and $B 2 0 in D, we see that 
the left-hand side of (2) is non-negative. On the other hand, J, = 0 on aD, 
il#/ih~ < 0 on 8D, $B 2 0 on JD, and 9 > 0 on A,, where A, is a 
non-empty open set on the C* boundary JD and therefore has positive 
area. Hence the right-hand side of (2) is strictly negative. This contradiction 
means that ~(1, .) l cc in D. 0 
Remarks. (i) In the last paragraph of the above proof, a result in 
analysis is actually proved. Namely, that if D has a C* boundary and there 
is a non-negative solution + E C*(D) rl C’( 0) of the Schradinger equation 
in D such that + 1 0 on iJD then the first eigenvalue of L is negative and 
hence the S&r&linger boundary value problem (1) has a unique solution in 
C*(D) n Co(o) for all f E C”( aD). 
(ii) In the case d = 1, the domain D is a bounded interval (a, b) and 
iJD = {a} U {b} is trivially C*, and Theorem 1 implies that if u(lt,), *) g 
00 or u(l(,), .) z 00, then (1) has the unique solution $I = u( f, -) for any 
real-valued function f on aD. An alternative proof of this one-dimensional 
case has been given by M. Hogan (private communication). 
Note added in proof. Since this paper was written, generalizations of the above result have 
been obtained by N. Falkner and Z. Zhao using different echniques. 
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